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ACRONYMS / ABBREVIATIONS

AGYI

Africa German Youth Initiative

CFTA

Continental Free Trade Area

COMESA

Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa

IO

Implementing Organisation

OD

Opportunity Desk

SADC

Southern Africa Development Cooperation

TAHA

Tanzania Horticultural Association

TYC

Tanzania Youth Coalition
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Executive Summary
From 02 December to 6th December 2019, TYC organized a second Pan African Youth Camp that
was held in Weruweru, Hai district in Kilimanjaro region. This first one was held in August, 2018.
The camp created a youth friendly platform for experiential sharing of youth developmental projects
and change projects implemented by youth and Alumni of different global youth exchanges and
volunteer programs. At the same time, it gave a room for critical discussion about African development
in the youth perspective and unleashes potential to the African youth on the development agenda. The
event wanted to drive a message home that African’s development is in the hands of African
themselves.
The camp was participatory. It involved group discussions, panel discussions and presentations.
Experiential sharing was an integral part of the camp throughout the week. Youth change makers
asked questions and answers were provided. Various innovations/products created by youth were
exhibited while services offered by them were explained.
Among other things, young change makers agreed to take advantage of existing technology and create a
common platform where they will evaluate one another periodically. A WhatsApp group has already
been created to serve the purpose. They also agreed to avail themselves to offer business consulting to
fellow colleagues and cultivate a culture of solidarity and support among themselves. TYC will make
a follow up on those with ideas to implement after every three months. One moderator was tasked to
oversee this process and make sure these aspiring young change makers realize their dream.
The organization will also create a portal with a purpose to have in place a reliable exchange programs
alumni data base. The objective is to know how many exchange program alumni are out there, what
they are doing, which exchange programs they attended, skills gained/possessed etc. Efforts will be
made to make TYC website more interactive to enhance communication between TYC and change
makers.
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BACKGROUND
Tanzania Youth Coalition (TYC) is a c o n s o r t i u m /union of 1 2 0 y o u t h non- governmental
organisations, 249 Youth Enterprise Groups (YEGs) and hundreds of youth individuals countrywide.
TYC is working towards building the capacity and raising awareness of young people on sustainable
development among other issues. TYC addresses program areas that include youth livelihood and
employment, youth livelihood and environment, youth health and gender, youth leadership and
building local democracy and youth exchange and international partnership for sustainable
development.

TYC is the implementing organization (IO) of the African German Youth Initiative (AGYI), which is
a multi-lateral initiative of the German government with the endorsement of the African Union
Commission HRST Department-Youth Division, aimed at enhancing youth exchange and mobility
between African countries and German, in the context of education for sustainable development. The
intention is to contribute to the development of essential competencies and skills in young people
from African countries and from Germany.

AGYI uses existing knowledge to strengthen partnerships and stakeholders’ capacity through youth
exchange programs and volunteerism services in the context of global citizenship. The aim is to
create new opportunities for sustainable youth development by using knowledge gained through
various networking and capacity building activities as well as study tours to Germany to inspire
similar programs within national structures in African countries as well as improve existing ones
with Germany and other European countries. TYC was selected through a democratic application to
implement the pilot initiative in Tanzania along with South Africa and Benin.

Introduction
The 2nd phase of Pan African youth camp was organized by TYC in the framework of AGYI and
offered a unique opportunity to different 50 East African youth change makers and Alumni of
different exchanges in Africa. They came from different networks, umbrella organizations and
other youth international networks. Also present were individual youth who own companies or
social enterprises or activists for youth development.

TYC as an organization endeavors to facilitate youth empowerment through exchange programs
for sustainable development by recognizing best practice of exchange programs and youth
development initiatives which translate SDGs into actions in the African context. Participants
learned all the spheres of global learning and global citizenship.

Young change makers got a chance to showcase their impacts through their initiatives,
companies, enterprises or activism. The camp helped participants to reflect on themselves and get
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enough time to reflect about their activities in the local context and the contribution that they are bringing
toward sustainable development.

Objectives
Specifically, the youth camp was structured and designed to:
•

Offer an opportunity to East African youth change makers to showcase their multiplying
effect obtained through different exchange programs and global learning programs for
scaling up African development.

•

Mobilize change makers from East Africa and share valuable experiences among themselves
with a purpose to personal growth and their countries and together think of development
dialogues in the perspective of young Africans.

•

Mentor young change makers and help them structure well their ventures and provide a
road map for those with new ideas to kick start their projects.
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DAY ONE
PROCEEDINGS

Welcoming remarks from the TYC Director
The Director welcomed participants and reminded them that the event was an opportunity that
should not be wasted. He said TYC wanted to learn from them and encouraged the youth to open
up, share their experiences and later make positive impact in their communities.

TYC Director, Lenin Kazoba explaining a point during the
Pan African Youth Camp.

Opening speech-Kilimanjaro Regional Administrative Secretary.
Opening the forum, a guest of honor who was represented by the Deputy Regional
Administrative Secretary (Administration and Human Resource), Mr. Bwai Biseko urged the
youth at the forum to utilize skills gained to impact productive sectors such as fisheries, livestock
and forestry and change their countries and the region.
Explaining further, he said a huge market can be created around those sub sectors and urged the
youth to take advantage of existing regional groupings such as East African community, SADC
and COMESA to look for markets.
He cautioned them to always focus on standards and quality to compete at the international stage;
work harder and change their mind sets. He also pledged continued government in all matters
pertaining to youth empowerment. He commended TYC for organizing an event that conforms
to East African development goals and integration agenda.
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The Assistant Administrative Secretary for Kilimanjaro region (Administration and Human
Resource), Mr. Bwai Biseko stressing a point during the opening.

ABOUT PAN AFRICAN YOUTH CAMP
TYC Project Coordinator, Erick Crispin said the organization wanted to mobilize change makers
across the East African region and dialogue about development in the perspective of young Africans.
He noted that as an organization, they believe in young people and sustainable development. He urged
participants to open their eyes and ears, network and seize opportunities.
.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
Youth perspective from East African countries on Pan-Africanism and Africa development. How can
young people are actively involved in development agenda?
Five youth representing Tanzania, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda and Burundi took part in the panel
discussion.
The key takeaway points were:
•

There is a need to probe and know what is needed to make youth patriotic. Let African
youth be proud of themselves first.

•

Youth should think of supporting initiatives such as CFTA. What can youth do?

•

No society can develop without knowing where it came from. African youth should
evolve and emulate good practices of their fore fathers.

•

Various global development agendas should not be imposed on youth. They should be
locally driven.

•

Youth should be innovative in things they do. They must strive to have right information
and African generated data for better results in their ventures.

•

African commodities are overlooked. As it is now there is no trust toward African
commodities. This has to change to attain development in East Africa and in the whole
continent.

•

Inclusion of youth especially those who are illiterate as crucial for development.
Excluding youth in some initiatives simply because they cannot speak English is a
cardinal sin.

•

Respecting and supporting youth initiatives such as sports is vital for sustainable
development.

•

Youth have to start looking at capabilities they possess to push forward their
development agendas regionally and globally.

•

Only people who meet set criteria should be selected to take part in exchange programs.

•

Organisations like TYC should work with others and map out various initiatives and
come up with one big movement to push forward youth development agenda.
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Comment:
TYC Director commented that Kiswahili language should be taken as a unifying factor and urged
EAC youth to know and take advantage of this fact.

SWOC ANALYSIS (STRENGTH, WEAKNESS, OPPORTUNITIES,
CHALLENGES)
This session was moderated by Lawrence Chuma. He explained that as organisations or individuals,
SWOC analysis enables self-evaluation, solve a problem and move ahead.
However, for the purpose of the youth camp, the focus was on OC only. A total of 34 projects were
analyzed. The projects cut across different sector such as environment, arts and culture, food security
and climate change, business and entrepreneurship, hospitality industry, innovation, manufacturing,
fishery, media, talents and skills development, food processing and recycling.
The guiding questions were:
•
What do you do?
•
How did you come up with such an idea?
•
What do you want to achieve?
•
What are the opportunities and challenges in implementing the idea?

Participants during the OC analysis session.
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DAY TWO
SHARING OF EXPERIENCE, WORLD DISABILITY DAY
The second day conceded with the international commemoration of the World’s Disability Day and
this year’s message was: “Promoting the participation of persons with disabilities and their leadership:
Taking action on the 2030 Development Agenda.”
As part of commemorating the day one of participant, Lilian Munuo who is an illustration artist was
given a chance to share her experience as a person living with disability.
In short, Lilian who specializes in charcoal and pencil art said more efforts are needed for people to
recognize their needs and rights.
“People should step into our shoes first before jumping into conclusions about us,” she said while
referring to some stigma they face.
Lilian suffers from a rare condition called muscular dystrophy which leads to muscular weakness and
shortening of muscles.
She noted that special consideration should be taken during construction projects to include enough
facilities to support disabled community in the country.
She was a symbol of dedication irrespective of somebody’s condition. She inspired many.
The session got an opportunity to hear from Colman Ndetembea, an innovator of Kyaro wheelchair.
Colman showcased a unique multipurpose tool that can serve as a wheelchair, standing frame and a
bed to help people with muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy and spinal cord injuries. He said it is
important to step up efforts to provide the country’s disabled people with assistive devices, therapy and
opportunities.
Contributing during the session, the TYC Director noted that people living with disability have a lot to
offer if provided with more chances, encouraged and empowered.
The TYC Director explained that it is a responsibility of each one to recognize disabled people as
partners in development.

Promoting the participation of PwDs and their leadership:
Taking action on the 2030 Agenda
Key points discussed and actions agreed:
•

There is a need to have in place friendly structures in organisations and physical
infrastructures to accommodate PwDs.
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•

Assistive technologies and devices have to be afordable through tax cuts and subsidies.

•

There is a need for more lobbying to governments in the interest of PwDs.

•

PwDs should be treated with a human face.

•

Sign language should be mandatory in gatherings.

•

Breaking stereotypes at community level is mandatory.

•

Young change makers have huge responsibilities to stand for the interests of PwDs.

Lilian Munuo presenting on one of her unique arts.
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HOW CAN YOUTH ACQUIRE NEEDED SKILLS TO ACHIEVE
SUCCESS IN THEIR LIFE, ESPECIALLY IN THIS 21ST CENTURY?

An experienced youth mentor, Dr. Felix Nandonde started by explaining how Africa with a population
of 1.2 billion is fairing where 60 percent of the population is below the ages of 25 and 2 billion jobs
will disappear due to automation in few decades. By 2030 more than 800 million children will leave
the schools without skills needed by labour market.
He cautioned that if nothing will be done it is likely that unemployment will soar, political unrest,
deforestations/hunger and increase in poverty.
It is because of such challenges that there is a need for change makers.
The presenter and participants mentioned some of skills needed to thrive as change makers as
communication skills, teamwork, creativity and entrepreneurial strength. Other attributes are
confidence building, relationship building skills, salesmanship skills, self-motivated, and ability to
learn and time management.
Youth can acquire skills through formal and informal means. Some of ways to solve challenges and
move forward can be through become a trustworthy person, remaining focused, engage full in
activities and networking.

Dr. Felix Nandonde on skills to succeed in life.
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Peer to peer consult:
Participants gathered into groups, share different experiences and thought about solutions
together.
Key takeaway points:
•

There is a need to forge more partnerships for respective ventures.

•

Continuous search for morefunds from different sources is crucial.

•

Change makers must learn how to deal with rejections.

•

Internet and social media can be very beneficial if put into good use.

•

Documentation of works and proper organization of projects and activities is
important for moving forward.

•

Technical know-how on writing proposals is needed.

•

Continuous learning is important for all.

Mentorship for young change makers:
An interactive session on skills for youth development
Young change makers were put into three groups depending on their development stage and
mentored in various areas as shown in a table below:

Participants during mentorship session.
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S/N
1

2

3

GROUP

IMPORTANT THINGS NEEDED FOR EACH GROUP

Those with running projects/
initiatives

Start ups

New ideas

1.

Checklist for legal compliance

2.

Plans/strategy

3.

Finance management

4.

Product/service

5.

Investment

a.

There is a need to have mitigation plan to deal with uncertainties.

b.

Sustainability plans should be in place. For example, how will the
project continue after the end of funding from donors

c.

Ideas should come first before thinking of money, not the other way
around.

d.

As much as change makers aspire to change their communities; they
should not forget their self-development.

e.

Startup objectives should be very specific.

f.

There should be a proper modality on how to give back to
communities.

g.

Timeline is important when executing plans.

h.

Position yourself when attending sessions/events.

i.

Creativity and innovation is important.

ii.

Any idea can win and thrive. Always start small.

iii.

Be specific and look for solutions

iv.

Identification of proper location is crucial

v.

Know your competitors.

vi.

Proper business management skills in new ideas are of paramount
importance.

vii.

Always conduct simple survey on needs and markets.

viii.

Learn from role models.

ix.

Each time ask yourself if you possess right skills to enable you
venture in a certain project or business

x.

Learn how to pitch. Know what are the issues, what and how to
address them.
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DAY THREE
HOW CAN YOUTH CAPITALIZE ON THE EXPERIENCES GAINED
FROM YOUTH EXCHANGE PROGRAMS, STUDY VISITS OR EXPOSURE
IN A NEW PLACE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?
A mentor, Lawrence Chuma discussed with young change makers and together defined what exchange
program mean.
Some key points on why taking part in exchange programs were:
•

Exposure

•

Experiential learning

•

Shaping world outlook

•

Personal growth

•

Correcting stereotypes

•

Networking and connections

•

Learning new cultures

How can youth capitalize on the experience of exchange?
•

Implementation of skills gained.

•

Be trustful.

•

Networking and learning.

Questions and answers
Different answers were given on how many exchange programs someone can attend. At the end of
discussions, it was agreed that what is important is not number of exchange programs one attends; but
what someone want to achieve. That should be a driving force.
Someone wanted to know how to strategies to make sure alumni make impacts. She was advised to go
to exchange programs that are meaningful.

Lawrence Chuma
moderating at one of
the sessions
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PITCHING AND SHOWCASING DIFFERENT PROJECTS:
A total of 34 innovative projects and innovations were presented. Some of them were:

Awescribers
The founder of Awescribers, Josephine Adeti, was diagnosed with moderate to severe hearing loss at
the age of 11. She struggled to catch up with the rest in class as the methods used by teachers weren’t
very accommodating to her condition. Years later, she discovered Youtube videos which greatly aided
her learning. She thought, if educational content could be presented in ways that could be understood
both by those who are blind or have hearing loss, then it would be great! That is how Awescribers was
born, with the sole aim of making learning fun, engaging and inclusive. They create captivating
animated and scribed explainer videos which can be used to aid learning of concepts. They also do
advertising videos for SMEs. The venture makes money from You Tube and Facebook ads,
individual customers, marketing, branding and advertising and sales of comic e-books.

Founder of Awescribers, Josephine Adeti presenting on
Awescribers project.
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Africa Youth Radio
Africa Youth Radio is a borderless, online communication platform that is broadening the channels of
communication and bridge the engagement gap among African Youths. Through live podcasts using
an online application, the radio enable young people from different nationalities, cultural
backgrounds, professions and mindset to freely interact and share information, knowledge and ideas.
Using a mobile phone with access to internet, they are able to broadcast without the limitation of
borders. Their listeners use a link availed on all their social media platforms to log in and listen to live
discussions and can also engage the speakers through contributing to the topic or asking questions.
Since its inception in June 2019, AYR has hosted over 25 discussions from over 12 different countries.
In the near future they are looking at developing the Africa Youth Radio app to allow internet calls for
live callers into the program.

Co-founder, Africa Youth Radio, Shaftq Tugume during the session.

Kyaro Wheelchair
The Kyaro Chair is like no wheelchair in the world. It was designed in Tanzania, to serve the needs
unique to developing countries. The innovation seeks to help people with muscular dystrophy,
cerebral palsy and spinal cord injuries. It can fold into a standing frame and bench, and change sizes
as the child grows.
The Kyaro Chair goes beyond being a rugged postural support wheelchair. In the same design, it helps
with many other challenges faced by caretakers of children with motor disabilities.
In a few seconds, the chair can switch configuration to a standing frame, which is used in physical
therapy applications to build strength in the legs, or a bench, for changing clothes.
The Kyaro Chair does more than provide an amazing tool to families. It provides work and technical
training to local technicians and craftsmen, and uses locally available material. This is engineering
devoted
to
the
highest
standard
of
social
responsibility.
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The innovator of Kyaro wheelchair, Colman Ndetembea explains
how the multipurpose device works.

Light duty fish processing machine
Tanzania is known for her huge potential in fish production. However, the fish processing industry is
very small and cannot be accessed by small scale fish farmers. David N’gunda wants to address this
gap and has already designed and manufactured a light duty fish processing machine that can easily be
used by small scale fish farmers. The machine will be capable of processing the fish hygienically by
scaling, gutting, cleaning, slicing and packaging. The process will have an inbuilt procedure which will
take all necessary hygienic precautions including but not limited to hygienically clean and scaling.
Using the machine which is user friendly, light in weight with easy in handling and less maintenance,
enables targeted customers making their work more efficient within a very short span of time, with
a productivity of about ten to twelve fish per minute while being operated with a labor of two
personnel.
According to David, more knowledge should be given to consumers to understand the benefit of
hygiene on products that are obtained from the sea.

David N'gunda, an innovator of a light duty fish processing machine
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DAY FOUR
FIELD VISIT
Participants’ had a chance to visit Hortanzia farms in Kilimanjaro region and Tanzania Horticultural
Association (TAHA) Practical Training Centre in Arusha region.

At
Hortanzia:
The young change makers had an opportunity to witness one of modern commercial farming in
Tanzania. The company cultivates passion fruits, French beans, mint and chives. 300 acres are under
drip irrigation while seven acres are under greenhouse technology. The company exports mostly to
France, Germany, Italy and UK. Hortanzia Company is the only producer of chives in Tanzania facing
competition from other producers in Kenya, Ethiopia, Israel and China. The business is very risky
because it involves handling of very perishable goods to markets located far away. Visiting youth
commended the management for taking measures to empower women. Of the 230 workers, 85 percent
are women.

At TAHA Practical Training Centre in Njiro,
Arusha:
At TAHA, the young change makers also learned how this association helps their members who are
small, medium and large scale farmers in terms of training, expertise, marketing and management to
succeed in their investments. Youth witnessed and heard from the field the real meaning of modern
farming.
Key takeaway messages:
•

With proper preparations, dedication and efficient management, agriculture has a lot of
potential.

•

There are still ample opportunities in commercial farming especially in products that are not
widely farmed but with high demand in international markets. You need to think outside the box
and act. Chives serve as a good example.

•

Drip irrigation can serve water resource into day’s climate change where the valuable liquid is
fast diminishing.

•

There is a need of innovation to make agriculture more profitable. With creativity, some farm by
products which are thrown away can be turned into valuable products sought by markets.

•

Challenges can be turned into opportunities. The way Hortanzia struggles to have a reliable
and effective system of cold chain/refrigeration of products can be an opportunity for
somebody.

16

A field visit at TAHA Practical Training Centre in Njiro Arusha
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DAY FIVE
HOW CAN YOUTH BE ABLE TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX TO SEE
OPPORTUNITIES?
A moderator, Ms. Jacque Kategwe discussed with participants on what does thinking outside the box
entails.
She explained it as a means of approaching problems in a new and innovative ways. It is
conceptualizing problems differently and understanding a position in relation to any particular
situation in a way you had never thought of before.
Thinking outside the box help expand someone’s parameters and unleash other opportunities.

Jacqueline Kategwe explains on thinking out of the box to
see opportunities
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Sharing opportunities (Youth ideas matter)
Innovation Fund
George Kessy, an official from TYC explained about Innovation Fund. This is a funding
structure under the framework of African German Youth Initiative (AGYI) funded by BMZ
administered by GIZ in partnership with African Union and implemented by GFA
Consulting Group Germany (GFA) in accordance with GIZ rules. Technical support comes
from Implementing Organizations. The fund seeks to support alumni ideas; support alumni
networks and supporting community- ba se d projects initiated by alumni.
AGYI innovation Fund implementing countries are Tanzania by Tanzania Youth Coalition;
South Africa by WESSA and Benin which is also a hub for Togo and Ghana.
Eligible organisations include alumni organisations from an African-German youth exchange programme
or African-German voluntary youth service programme; registered host or sending organisations and
registered organisations preparing a project in the context of the African-German youth exchange.
Weltwärts – exchange projects
The TYC Director presented about the Weltwärts – exchange projects. The funding line
“extracurricular e x c h a n g e projects in the context of the Agenda 2030” provides an
opportunity for developmental youth group exchange. Youth groups from Germany and
Global South countries - especially from African countries - work together in projects
dealing with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations.
The programme funds projects that aim to develop and cultivate participants’ intercultural
and global skills and thus to promote global citizenship. The funding line enables project
partners to establish long-term working relationships in which they are equal partners, to
build information disseminators’ expertise and to strengthen youth group exchange
structures.
Further
information
can
be
accessed
at:
https://begegnungen.weltwaerts.de/en/application-deadlines.html

TYC Director, Lenin Kazoba sharing some opportunities during one session.
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Opportunity Desk (https://opportunitydesk.org/about/)
Participants had an opportunity to hear from fellow young change maker, Josephine Odeti,
about Opportunity Desk (OD). This is an online platform that bridges the gap to education
by sharing information on relevant learning and growth opportunities for youth around the
world. These opportunities help to facilitate young people’s efforts in exchanging ideas and
preparing themselves for the future. They include: scholarships, conferences, fellowships,
awards, jobs, internships, and grants targeted towards individuals and organisations
worldwide. Since its inception in 2012, Opportunity Desk has reached several thousand
youth across the world.
All participants showed their projects in the exhibition where the guest of honor passed by each table to see
item displayed.
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WAY FORWARD/RECOMMENDATIONS:
After a thorough mentorship, experiential sharing and discussions, youth change makers
agreed to:
1. Take advantage of existing technology and create a common platform where they
will evaluate one another periodically. As an initial effort, a WhatsApp group
has already been created.
2. Avail themselves to offer business consulting to fellow colleagues.
3. Cultivate a culture of solidarity and support among themselves.
4. Offer their skills in events and project planning management among themselves.
5. Provide marketing consultancy among themselves whenever a need arises.
6. Use their knowledge, networks and expertise to push the agenda of
youth development for the benefit of themselves and their countries.
7. For the interest of sustainable partnerships, young change makers agreed to link
up their projects with TYC and see how they can be scaled up for mutual
benefits.
TYC Management will:
I.

Follow up those with ideas to implement after every three months. One moderator
was tasked to oversee this process and make sure these young change makers
develop.

II.

Create a portal for a reliable exchange programs alumni data base. The objective is
to know how many alumni are out there, what they are doing, which exchange
programs they attended, skills gained/possessed etc.

III.

Make the organisation’s website more interactive to enhance communication
between TYC and change makers.

CLOSING
Vote of thanks from participants
On behalf of fellow participants, Shafiq Tugume read a declaration of commitment as a
practical way to move forward the agenda of youth empowerment and achieving sustainable
development.
Ann from Kenya thanked TYC for organizing the camp and said that because of skills gained
hopefully youth future will be better.
Rene Uwayo from Rwanda said youth will become those change makers as aspired by TYC.
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He personally volunteered to speak highly of TYC ideals and be a catalyst for other youth in
Rwanda and region to work toward self-progress and serve their countries.
Thierry Nijimbere from Burundi was thankful for the opportunity to network with others
and nurtures his project. “I will have testimonies back home,” he noted.
David N’gunda thanked the government for commitment and zeal to support innovators
inTanzania.

Closing remarks from TYC Director
The TYC Director thanked all for participating and actively involved in all proceedings. He
promised that TYC will work on recommendations provided at the camp for the benefit of all.
He urged young change makers to utilize knowledge gained during the camp to positively
change their lives, impact their communities and their countries at large

Closing note from NEEC Official
Presiding over a closing ceremony of a weeklong event, the National Economic Empowerment
Council (NEEC) Executive Secretary, Ben’gi Issa said youth in the region should struggle to be
part of rapid technological developments taking place globally.

She emphasized that youth in East Africa should work hard and smart to benefit from the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. She said that the era of technologies such as artificial intelligence, genome
editing, augmented reality, robotics, and 3-D printing, are rapidly changing the way humans
create, exchange and distribute value and told youth that they should not be left out.
Mrs. Issa who was represented by NEEC’s Senior Official, Esther Mbaga noted that to withstand
such ongoing technological changes, youth should be more creative and innovative. She urged
participants to continue networking and share skills gained to fellow youth who did not get a
chance to the youth camp.
Apart from commending TYC for organizing the event, she pledged continuous government
support to all programs that seeks to empower youth and attain sustainable development

25
Guest of honor, Esther Mbaga closed Pan African Youth Camp.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX I

Pan African Youth Camp -2019
Weruweru River Lodge, Kilimanjaro
Proposed Agenda
nd
Monday Day 01. # Experiential Sharing - Date: 2 December 2019
Time
08:00-09:00
09:00-09:30

09:30-10:00

10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00

11:00 – 12: 00

Responsible person/ Lead

Session

All

Breakfast
Ice breaker and introduction

James Payovela &Jackline Bernard

Art competition & name game
Welcome Remarks
TYC welcome remarks

Lenin Kazoba & Hajra Mungula

Speech from guest of honour

Regional Administrative Secretary
(RAS) - Kilimanjaro

Health break & group photo

All

About Pan African youth camp
Panel discussion about Youth perspective from East African countries
on Pan-Africanism
Africanism and Africa development

TYC
Agness, Lorreta, Shafiq, Uwayo,
Nijimberi

How can young people be actively involved in development agenda?
12:00 - 12:15

12:15 - 13:30

Energizer – any African song and dance
Experiential sharing of best practices, challenges, opportunities and
lessons learnt from different experiences such as youth exchange
programs for youth development, personal & career development
and country development.
What experience transformed your mindset? What experience
challenged you? What experience enlarged your global learning? Siku
ya tatu

All

All

Moderated by Dr. Andrew Method
13:30 - 14:30

All

Networking Lunch
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14:30 -16:00

Presentation about SWOC
Group works on SWOC Analysis Workshop for Sustainable Youth
Development
Strength
Weakness
Opportunities
Challenges
Brainstorm: What are the key strengths, weakness, opportunities and
threats for youth development? How do we want to work together as
youth? How can youth create synergies for their development?
Maximizing the benefits of the youth exchange programs for youth
development?
Evening tea

16:00 – 16: 30

Facilitators & all participants

All

16:30 – 17:00

Group presentations

All

17:00 -

Closing remarks for day one and announcement for Day 02

TYC

20:00 HRS

DINNER

All
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Pan African Youth Camp -2019
Weruweru River Lodge, Kilimanjaro
Proposed Agenda
Tuesday Day 02.# Life Coaching for Youth Date: 3rd December 2019
Time
08:00-09:00
09:00-09:15

Session

All

Breakfast
Recap of day 01

Moderator/Rapporteur

Lilian Munuo, sharing experience, World Disability Day, presentation about Kyaro
Wheelchair which is a multipurpose wheelchair designed by Colman

09:45 -10:45

10:45-11:15

Responsible person/ Lead

Video – First class betrayal
Participatory workshop on how can youth acquire the required skills to achieve
success in their life, especially in this 21 st Century

Lilian Munuo &Colman
Ndetembea

Dr. Felix Nandonde

All

Tea break
Peer to peer consult:
Sharing different experiences and getting solutions from the group. Thinking about
soulutions together

11:00 – 12:00
Participants

Group presentations from participants
12:00 - 12:10

All

Energizer

12:10 - 13:30

Mentorship for young change makers
An Interactive session on skills for youth development: Mentorship through a
Conversation corner
Moderated by Dr. Andrew Method

13:30 - 14:30

Networking Lunch

14:30 -15:30

Facilitator and all participants

All
Facilitators & all participants

Mentorship Cont…..
Feedback session

Participants

15:30 – 16: 30
Evening tea

All

16:30 – 17:00
17:00 -

Closing remarks & free time

TYC

20:00 HRS

DINNER

All
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Pan African Youth Camp -2019
Weruweru River Lodge, Kilimanjaro
Proposed Agenda # Youth in action
Wednesday Day 03.
- Date: 4th December 2019

Time
08:00-09:00
09:00-09:30

09:30-10:15

10:15-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15 – 12: 00

12:00 - 12:15

Session

All

Breakfast
Recap of Day 02

Every participant

Participatory
Workshop on: “How can youth capitalize on the experiences gained from youth
exchange programs, study visit or exposure in a new place for sustainable
development”?

Q&A

Mr. Lawrence Chuma

All

All

Tea break
Pitching session and showcase of different projects:
for each participant to pitch about his/her innovative change project that he/she is
implementing in the community. (Can be about a social enterprise, company or a project
with a measurable impact in the community)

All participants

All

Energizer – interactive game
Mentorship for change makers:
Conversation corner

Facilitators and all
participants

12:15 - 13:30
Moderated by Dr. Andrew Method
13:30 - 14:30

Responsible person/
Lead

Business Lunch
Feedback from facilitators: Group session

All

Facilitators will help by presenting about how pitching is and will coach participants
about it.
14:30 -15:30
Evening tea

All

15:30 – 16: 00
16:00 – 16:30

Feedback about the session

All

17:00 -

Closing remarks & free time

TYC and all participants

20:00 HRS

DINNER

All
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Pan African Youth Camp -2019
Weruweru River Lodge, Kilimanjaro
Proposed Agenda
Day 5 (06.12.2019)
Time
08:00-09:00
09:00-09:30

09:30-10:15

10:15-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15 – 12: 00

12:00 - 12:15

Responsible/Lead

Session

All

Breakfast
Recap of Day 04

Every participant

Participatory – what did you learn from the study visit?
Participatory workshop: “How can youth be able to think outside the box to see
Opportunities”?

Q&A

Ms. Jacque
Ketegwe

All

All

Tea break
Sharing opportunities: (Youth ideas matter)
Every participants should give an insight about how can youth be different and proactive in
order to achieve their development and contribute to the development of their countries
and world at large.
TYC – WWWB & Innovation Fund
Opportunity Desk – Josephine Odeti

Energizer – interactive game
Small group discussions for solutions: In a group of four to five people, they will discuss
together solutions on how can youth be able to think outside the box and present their
answers.

12:15 - 13:30

All participants

All

Facilitators and all
participants

Moderated by Dr. Andrew Method
13:30 - 14:30

All

Networking Lunch
Market place: All participants will be showcasing their projects in the exhibition where the
guest of honour will be able to pass by each table to see the items displayed.

14:30 -16:00

Way forward: What should be the practical next steps/way forwards for youth
empowerment and development?
Evening tea

16:00 – 16: 30

16:30 – 17:00

All
Mrs. Beng’I Issa
Mazana – Executive
Secretary NEEC
TYC and all
participants

Closing remarks
Preparing for farewell party

17:00 20:00 HRS

Facilitators & all
participants

All

FAREWELL DINNER
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ANNEX II
PAN-AFRICAN YOUTH CAMP
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

NAMES
ADAM WILLIUM MSSIKA
AGNES BWEYE
AZIZI HASSANI HARUNA
JACKLINE FRANK BERNARD
DAVID PHILIP NG'UNDA
JOSEPHINE ADETI OTIENO
AMOUR ABUU SHAIB
BRIAN KITHINJI
HABIB MOH'D OMAR
COLMAN THADEY NDETEMBEA
GRACIOUS FANUEL
DENISH OTIENO OTHIAMBO
FREDRICK JOSEPH DHAGARO
JJUUKO JUDE
ANN KWAMBOKA NYAMBEGA
LAMECK KIULA
MARTIN LUBA
JESCA HAMIS HANGA
MASHAURI ENOCK SHUSHU
WARIOBA NYABURERE
PIUS MATUNGE
SIMEONE TURATSINZE
SHADRACK MPITA
STEPHANO RASHID MSUYA
UWAYO YVES RENE
IBRAHEEM ABOUD
IRENE NDAUKA
ISACK B. MDAWA
LILIAN MUNUO
BAZIL ADOLFU MATERU
LORRETA BINU KADE
FAUDHIA ZANDO
KELVIN EDWARD MGIMBA
SHUGHAID YSSUF ABDI
ZAINATH SALUM JAHAZARI
REUBEN MAGIGE CHACHA
JACKLINE CHAMI
MARIAM AYOUB ZAYUMBA
HOSENI RAMADHANI ARRO
BLESS SAMWEL SIYOVELWA
WILFRED MASANJA MKOMANGWA
EUGEN MWARANDU WAMBERWA
MANDELA BAKARI SIMBA
JAMES MICHAEL PAYOVELA
NIJIMBERE THIERRY
ZAHARA TUNDA
LENIN KAZOBA
HAMIS MHANDO
GEORGE KESSY
ERICK CRISPIN NYONI
ABETA FARIJALA
ERNEST RENATUS
JACKSON FUTE
ASHRAF MSWAKI
LIDYA MAIKA
ESTER MMBAA
EDFIN TONGORA
IRINE NDAUKA
GODFREY MUSHI
HECKTON CHUWA

REGION
TANGA
ZANZIBAR
DODOMA
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
KENYA
ZANZIBAR
KENYA
ZANZIBAR
KILIMANJARO
DAR ES SALAAM
TANZANIA
DAR ES SALAAM
UGANDA
KENYA
KAGERA
UGANDA
LINDI
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
MOROGORO
RWANDA
MWANZA
KILIMANJARO
RWANDA
DAR ES SALAAM
KILIMANJARO
DAR ES SALAAM
KILIMANJARO
DAR ES SALAAM
KENYA
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
ZANZIBAR
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DODOMA
MWANZA
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
ARUSHA
MOMBASA
MWANZA
DODOMA
BURUNDI
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
DAR ES SALAAM
KENYA
DAR ES SALAAM
KILIMANJARO
KILIMANJARO
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CONTACTS:
P.O. Box 32748
Akachube Road, House No. 17,
Kijitonyama Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania
Phone: +255 (0)-222-701-095 | +255 (0)-784-877-497 | +255 (0)-656-175-737
Email: info@tzyc.org

